
A big thank you to Sarah

Bardsley's parents and

Vivien Wong for

revamping the

landscaping out the front

of our centre. It was well

overdue and they have

done a wonderful job.
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Regular charging of

parents for childcare had

recommenced on the 10th

of July.

A big thank you! Reminder



July Vacation Care
Highlights

These July school holidays

we had a seriously fun time!

In the first week, we went to

bowling, had a visit from

Constable Care and learnt

about first aid and how to

treat our friends. We

experienced an Amazing

Race challenge at the

centre and surrounding

school areas. We also had a

visit from Scitech and learnt

so much about science! 

"I liked all of it especially when I came
third" - Sharlyn

"I liked how we turned the bad problems
into good solutions!" - Eva

"I liked it because we got to learn about each
other" - Thomas

"They showed us an explosion with green food
colouring" - Knox



In the second week, we did

lots of Star Wars

construction with Bricks 4

Kidz. The children put their

chefs hats on and made

their own burritos for a

lunch. We all participated in

a group art project with

Urban Indigenous and have

proudly hung our work in

the centre.

We learnt how to do magic

tricks and bounced &

jumped the day away at

Latitude.

"The part I liked was when I opened my
fingers and foam stars came out" - Pedram

"I did the flower painting" - Jenny

The committee is continually

looking for more members. We

are particularly looking for

those with a law or legal

background, but this is not

essential. Please approach Ji Ni,

Kiara or any current committee

members if you'd like to talk

more.

Committee member
recruitment!

 

July Vacation Care
feedback survey
We encourage parents to

contribute to the feedback

survey regarding our July

Vacation Care program.

This will help us to

improve our future

programs! This is available

on our website under

"feedback". 


